february 2010

Grand Photo Competition

This month’s atmospheric photo, entitled Glen Through the Grass comes from Mark Finch.
Congratulations Mark.
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Flying on the North Coast? An IMPORTANT reminder:
The first pilot flying at Perranporth, St Agnes or Chapel Porth must always
contact the Air Traffic Controller at Perranporth Airfield.
Telephone number 01872 552266

Frostbite 2010
With a forecast for northerlies, low
temperatures and snow the scene was set
for a good comp this year, and with Coady
away skiing it was bound to be a cracker!
Day One
Saturday saw a good crowd of hangers roll
up at St Agnes with various clubs in
attendance and pilots from as far afield as
Sheffield and Brighton braving the snow
to come down. A variety of experiences
from national comp pilots to fun club fliers
and gliders from intermediates to rigids
made for a well “rounded” group.

Gliders rigging as snow shower passes by
Conditions were good with a brisk breeze
and plenty of sea thermal clouds so
expectations were high. Phippsy led the
way into the air, and pretty soon a good
number of wings were up there and the
first spot landings being put in. Kaz P,
Fiona A and Graham A all did a fine job of
scoring the spot and deciding on
qualifying landings whilst Bill N kept
himself occupied helping gliders move
around, hang check and launch.

Briefing and the sky looks good
Phippsy gave a briefing covering the site,
safety, airspace and finally tasks and the
comp’ was underway. Two tasks were
called: a spot landing worth 500pts with a
deduction of 20 pts for every pace away
and normal “landing” rules, and an open
XC with a maximum of 1000 pts for the
winner and pro rata for those falling short.

Al J checking his wing with helpful Bill

Tim K on his rigid flies through
A large snow shower passing close by
pulled the wind off for a short time
necessitating some timely landings and
giving a brief but not too pleasant slot for
the paragliders. It wasn’t long however,
and the wind returned and things got
underway again. Paul H on an Atos VR
flew out and around “the Rock” before
returning to the cliffs, then heading inland
to the A30 and very nearly back again;
very impressive!
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By
mid
afternoon
gliders
were
disappearing XC in small groups or on
their own and by the end of play over
2/3rds of the field had gone for it, some of
them twice.

Tim J thermals away on day One
Task winner was Kernow’s Graham May,
with a distance of 19.96km, just pipping
D&S Condors Pat P by 160 meters.
Neither scored on the spot so some of
those who did were not far behind when
they got their spot and XC scores added
up so leaving it wide open for the next
day.
A fun evening was had at Trickies, where
most of the visitors were staying, with
plenty of drink, food and stories. Pete
Atley (Mercian) had to be physically tied
up to restrain him from damaging one of
the official scorers.
Quote of the day was “I could have held it
if I’d wanted”, as if we have never heard
that one before, and it held no sway with
the judges.

After the briefing and Graham M’s
description of how he done it (got high
and f’d off) we were back at it with the
task being the same, spot and XC.
Again pilots got going quickly, probably
because it was too cold to stand around,
and soon the first spot landings were
being put in so moving the comp forward.
With some good scores it was apparent
that this could be critical in the overall
scoring so pilots made a special effort to
pick up points if they could.
Conditions were similar to Saturday
although the sky inland was not quite as
good. Nice to see Ron V (Kernow
Paraglider) out to see what went on, and
doing a great job helping pilots as Bill had
done on Saturday. Bill was absent as he
had to see the “old folks”!
Pretty soon gliders were again going XC
and around 15.00 a nice gaggle of 5
drifted over the back for some sociable
XC’ing. One by one they dropped out of
the lift as they went south passing over
the A30.
By the time they got past
Scorrier there were only 3 left and it was
time to glide. St Day dump saw only two
left. Tim K (Sky Surfers Atos VR) and Tim
J (Kernow WW Talon) fought it out to the
end with the Atos just taking the honours
by a field as they landed near to
Ponsanooth.

Day Two

Nick C looks back from down the coast
Sunday, and with a slightly less positive
forecast we assembled back at St Agnes
in the snow, where the wind was a light
SE! Still, sticking to the faith, we
remained there and sure enough by
midday the wind swung north and picked
up to a nice 22 –24mph with a wind chill
of about –5.

One for the caption comp’
Back at control HQ (Starbucks) the scores
were collected and fed into the calculator
along with the news that one pilot had
managed to land in both a tree and a shed
at the same time! No physical personal
damage though, although the shed does
now leak a little. A nice warming cup of
coffee, more tales of daring do and it was
results time.
The prize giving took place courtesy of
Cornwall Hang Gliding & Paragliding with a
very chuffed winner and the two runners
up all receiving Gift vouchers.
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Tim Jones (Kernow) Wills Wing Talon 150 2015pts
Patrick Peglar
1991pts

(D&S

Condors)

Moyes

Litespeed

Phippsy (Kernow) Wills Wing Eagle 145 1957pts

Top club was Kernow followed by Mercian
and Condors.
A classic Frostbite which held up not only
to its name but also to its reputation.
Thanks to all who came and all who
helped out to make it the fun it was.
The Prize winners Nick C – Tim J – Pat P
The top 3 were …………

Graham Phipps

Chairman's Chat

appears elsewhere in this Bulletin and I
would ask you to read it before we discuss
it.
I have to say I am uneasy about sending
the letter, mainly because the members
present at the meeting were mostly rather
luke warm about entering the BCC or the
BPC competitions. But I will be bound by
whatever we decide at the meeting.
On the plus side, considerable enthusiasm
was expressed for the idea of xc coaching
trips with Peter Coad. Peter has offered
this in the past and it looks as if finally
this might happen. Thank you Peter, and
thank you Wanda for collecting details of
interested fliers.
Lastly, I am delighted that Steve Hawken
has agreed to be the 2010 Competitions
Secretary, and Stephen Dredge has taken
over as KHPA Publicity Officer.

The next KHPA meeting will be held at
8.00 pm Tuesday 9 March 2010 at the
Clinton Social Club, Redruth. Let us hope
that we get as good a turn out to the
March meeting as we got in February. It
was such a pleasure to see so many
interested and committed flyers back.
As a result of Chris Whittaker's letter we
had a very lively discussion about what
the KHPA wants out of competition. Peter
Coad expressed misgivings about the
airmanship
and
respect
for
other
competitive
fliers
encountered
occasionally in the BCC. Other members
felt that the BCC was nevertheless a valid
way of starting competitive xc flying. The
discussion ended with me saying that I
would produce a draft letter to Skywings
for discussion at the next meeting, which
we would debate and modify as the
membership saw fit. This draft letter

Mark Woodhams

Draft of a letter to Skywings
Dear Sir
As an active Hang Gliding and Paragliding Club we support wholeheartedly the efforts of the
Competitions Panel to introduce up-and-coming pilots to safe competitive flying. However,
there is a concern expressed amongst our membership that some novice pilots may not be
fully ready for the pressures of competition. Whilst in no way wanting to frustrate the
ambitions of new pilots, we wonder if there is some way in which improved airmanship and
respect for other competitive flyers could be encouraged more.
This letter is not a criticism of any individual or particular competition, but it is intended to
provoke debate, should any other Club or group of flyers have similar reservations to ours.
For instance should competition be limited to Pilot rated flyers only? And would this help?
Yours faithfully,
Mark Woodhams
Chairman, Kernow Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association.
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Missing the point
Phippsy’s take on the debate
Chris Whittaker’s letter certainly did the
trick in encouraging several people out of
the woodwork to attend the Feb’ meeting
of the KHPA, well done Chris.
However I feel that the long discussion
that resulted really missed the point: that
of Airmanship, or rather the lack of it.
Chris is upset, and rightly so, that a
competition he enjoys is considered in the
eyes of several of the clubs senior
members
to
have
become
an
unacceptably risky place to fly. The lack
of Airmanship is considered main factor
and whilst this dos not include all pilots
competing it only takes one to cause a
problem.
Chris’s
frustration
is
then
further
increased by the apparent lack of action
taken by the BHPA and the KHPA
regarding this and presumably the other
local clubs throughout the country to
whom some of these pilots belong.
Within the BHPA we have a national
structure that has been developed over
the past 30 odd years and includes
training, coaching and safety. Whilst the
BHPA is the governing body, it is the local
clubs that are at the grass roots end and
it is with them that the onus lies to
encourage and develop good Airmanship
within their members and local pilots.
The KHPA is no exception to this and
before we go throwing stones we should
look to ourselves. Whilst it may be a bit of
a joke to say “watch out for X they are a
bit dodgy to fly with” or “just shout at
them and they’ll get out of the way” would

it not be better for X to improve his or her
airmanship and cease being a risky pilot
to fly with in the first place?
A quick look up in Wikipedia for
Airmanship is quite interesting and the
following extracts sum it up:
“The three fundamental principles of
expert airmanship are skill, proficiency,
and the discipline to apply them in a safe
and efficient manner. Discipline is the
foundation of airmanship. The complexity
of the aviation environment demands a
foundation of solid airmanship, and a
healthy, positive approach to combating
pilot error.”
For example, in its report on the
December 1, 1993 fatal crash of
Northwest Airlink flight 5719, the Board
determined the "failure of the company
management to adequately address the
previously
identified
deficiencies
in
airmanship was a contributing factor.” could the BHPA or KHPA be seen as “the
company” ??
Ultimately every pilot is responsible not
only for their own safety but for those
around them and good airmanship plays a
huge part in this. So when you are next
out on the hill, consider your actions both
in the air and on the ground, and how
they affect the other pilots and persons
around you (including the general public)
as after all this is the main basis of good
airmanship. With a bit of luck we can all
up our game and improve, so making the
sport safer and more enjoyable for not
only ourselves but those around us as
well.
Fly Safe

THERMALS, CROSSCOUNTRY AND COACHING
At the February meeting I detected a hint
of enthusiasm for the above. With this in
mind your coaching team is organising an
afternoon/evening
get
together
to
demystify the dark art. This will start with
a lecture from Mark Butler, followed by
questions and answers. We hope to cover
all aspects, including the set up of your
equipment, eg, just because you saw a
picture in Skywings of some hot shot with
their instruments strapped to their leg, is
that the right place for you, so bring along
all your kit, including varios, gps and
radios etc. Other members of Kernow’s
coaching staff will also be in attendance to
offer advice and help. We are pencilling in

the weekend of 13/14 March at a venue
yet to be decided but will depend on
numbers so I need you to make contact if
you are interested. We also plan to
continue coaching on the hill for the
coming season whenever the weather is
suitable, everything from days out in
Cornwall and Devon to longer spells in
Wales. Communication will be by group email and may be at short notice; if you
wish to be on that group register with me
now. Regards Pete Coad 01209716522
STOP PRESS: Graham Phipps will be
giving a lecture at the March meeting,
on cross country flying. Hear it from
the expert: BE THERE!
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KHPA Christmas Do
Thanks to all the true partygoers that
attended the Christmas Do held at The
Falmouth Beach Hotel on 29th Jan.
There were a total of 25 looking very
different in their glad rags, a nice change
from flying gear. After some pre dinner
drinks we sat down to a 4 course meal
which I have to say was lovely, although
we had a waiter that had come from the
Munsters!
A magician entertained us, and some
people ended up with strange balloon
headgear!

Sarah put in a good effort for the crash
trophy by breaking her wrist falling off the
dance floor. Perhaps paragliding isn’t so
dangerous after all.

After stuffing ourselves, it was time to hit
the dance floor. I believe us girls outshone
you boys, although you did put in a
reasonable effort. Sarah and I were
struggling a bit as we both have bad
knees, but it didn’t stop us from having a
good time. Chris and Wendy showed us
some of their ballroom dancing moves and
it was nice to see some newer members of
the club, two of whom had travelled from
as far as Wolverhampton.
There was a lot of chat from those that
were not dancing, with the usual arm
movements associated with flying stories;
I wonder what the other tables thought!

All in all we had a great time and the
feedback was good so we will be doing it
again next year. Perhaps those who didn’t
attend will realise they missed a good
night and we would love to see you next
year.
Look out for other events during the year.
I’m up for suggestions.
Thanks again for the great company.
Kaz

Phippsy’s new website is worth checking out: www.flycloud9.co.uk

IMPORTANT REMINDER!
Club meeting nights have been changed to the second TUESDAY of each month.
March’s meeting will be in the “nice” room at the Clinton Club on Tuesday 9th
March 2010
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Big Fat Kernow Repack
Eighteen members of the KHPA assembled
at the Carnmoggas Holiday Park indoor
bowling green for the annual Big Fat
Kernow Repack.

Ron Vercesi lets fly!
Despite Bill Morris's promise to use the
same jokes that he had used on previous
occasions, I spotted several new ones and
his Powerpoint presentation had also been
expanded with new material.
As ever, Bill provided a humorous and
informative lecture on the important
features of repacking your reserve and
why it is so vital to have a good
understanding of the physical function of
throwing a reserve and when you should
use it. He demonstrated a complete
repack for us, ably helped by Ross, a
trainee reserve packer who had come all

the way from Eastbourne to be with us.
Bill has an encyclopaedic knowledge of all
the different types of canopy and in the
usual fashion teamed pairs up who had
the same or similar reserves.
Initially, everybody had a test throw of
their reserve which went well with no
packing
disasters
uncovered.
Ron
Vercesi's
enthusiastic
effort
nearly
decapitated the next door group quietly
getting on with it, but no harm done. I
always find it amazing that one year is
exactly the time necessary to forget
everything you learned at the previous
repack! Yes I know, I know - old dogs and
new tricks.

We were all repacked by early afternoon
having enjoyed a splendid lunch arranged
by Paula Gigg. This was such a generous
gesture and of course we are endebted to
her also for allowing us to use the bowling
green area which is perfect for repacking
reserves. I have asked Bill to pencil us in
again for about this time next year.
Mark Woodhams

Letter to the Editor
Hi Tim,
This is a suggestion for a letter to
Skywings. I really want feedback from
members: alterations, additions, ideas as
to what month to try to get it in the mag.
etc.
Last year the Kernow club had two
incidents that could have lost us our most
popular site (Perran Sands). After much
discussion we have come to the
conclusion that all our sites require BHPA
membership. Please make things easy and
pleasant for us by contacting either Alan
Phipps or John Woollams beforehand and,
most importantly showing proof of BHPA
current membership on arrival at any site.

With this done, you'll be most welcome,
with no fee to pay for the use of our site
or temporary membership required. We
have three sites that can enter an ATZ, so
ringing Perranporth Airfield before flying is
necessary. They are most helpful and will
warn other craft.
I would like half a doz. other signatures to
this epistle please, so come on chaps,
warm those fingers on the keyboard, lets
get something done in good time, before
the season really gets going.
Nigel Eagle
Come to the meeting with comments
on this proposal, too! (Ed)
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Kernow Cross Country League 2010
Wow! The Frostbite comp really got the XC season under way. Let’s hope that we can all
maintain the momentum and make this a memorable XC year.

KHPA Paragliding
Cross Country League 2010
2010
total
Name
Team
(m)
1

Pete Coad

Bulls

Flights this month

3.95
GP

KHPA Hang gliding
Cross Country League 2010
2010
GP, TJ
Name

Team

Total
(m)

Bears

13.76

1

Tim Jones

2

Graham May

Weasels

12.51

3

Graham Phipps

Weasels

11.95

TJ

GM

Rules for the Kernow Cross Country Leagues 2010
The competition is open to all pilots, of all abilities and either discipline, and is supposed to
be fun.
There will be two leagues, one for hang glider flights and the other for paraglider flights,
running from January 1st to December 31st. The trophies will be awarded for the highest
score for each league.
Prizes of £25.00 each have been offered by a friendly local dealer (Cornwall Hang gliding
and Paragliding Service, of Illogan- a fine service if I may say so) for the winners, which will
be doubled up to £50.00 if the total mileage exceeds the previous year’s winning mileage.
To be eligible for inclusion in the league a flight must have started in Cornwall, and must be
registered with me, Tim Jones (tel. 01209 832234), within a month of the flight. Flights
must be registered with launch and landing grid references. The minimum distance to
qualify is 3km (1.86 miles).
Scores will be calculated from the total mileage of a maximum of five flights, of which the
fifth must be a defined flight (out and return, triangle or flight to goal).
For ridge runs, multiple entries for the same ridge run will not be allowed. If you have
entered a score for a ridge run, then do another but go further, you can enter it and it will
replace the shorter one.
To add to the excitement we’ll have the usual five teams for a team competition.
Rampaging Rhinos

Snorting Bulls

Pouncing Lions

Wild Weasels

Grizzly Bears

Tim Jones

Pete Coad

Steve Hawken

Graham Phipps

Alan James

Patrick Buxton

Jeff Wood

Mark Butler

Graham May

Peter Crockford

John Woolams

Stephen Dredge

Mike Abbott

Manuel Lira

Glen Fowler

Mark Woodhams

Barry Hobbins

Graham Austin

Raymond Mickleburgh

Alan Fowler

Mike Clelford

Michel Kerhoas

Fiona Austin

Mark Fowler

Paul Howse

Chris Whittaker

Roger Treneer

David Langley

Peter Lazenby

Gay Jones

Martin Jones

Stephen McIlduff

Nigel Eagle

Jeremy Ovens

James Bull

Christianne Squibbs

Tony Peach

Charlie Zahra

Martin Shrosbree

Dave Stevens

Graham Koller

Sarah Waller

Alan Knight

Bill Northcott

Nigel Waller

Lee Knight

Kaz Phipps
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Minutes for
for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding Association held
at the Clinton Social Club on Tuesday 9th February 2010
Welcome Chairman welcomed the 29 members attending and opened the meeting at 8.10
Apologies Steve Mcilduff
Monthly photo comp’ won by Mark Finch
Minutes of the last meeting Proposed by Pete Coad, seconded by Raymond M
Matters arising
Not-quite-Christmas do Chairman Mark thanked Kaz for arranging a splendid evening. He felt it
went very well and was looking forward to the next event.
Trophy awards The Adventure Sports Trophy was awarded to Chairman Mark for his sterling work for
the club. Mark remarked how fitting, since in the very early days of hang gliding he used to fly with
Lester Cruise, who owned Adventure Sports, and donated the trophy. The KHPA Open XC trophy was
awarded to Graham Phipps, as was the KHPA UK XC trophy. The KHPA PG XC league trophy was
awarded to Pete Coad, and the KHPA HG XC league trophy to Tim Jones.
Regular reports
Competitions Graham Phipps reported that the Frostbite competition was held on the final weekend
of January, and was well supported, with pilots coming from Sheffield, Brighton, and the usual posse
from Mercian club. Unfortunately conditions were too windy for PG, but both days were good for HG,
and many XC miles were flown. On the Saturday, best flight was by Graham May, flying 19km, and on
Sunday honours were shared by Tim Jones, and Tim King on his rigid wing, who both flew 14km.
Unfortunately, one contender for the honours pushed a little too hard and landed in a tree, luckily with
no injuries to himself. The comp was won by Tim Jones, with Patrick Pegglar second and Nick Collins
third.
The S Devon Brass Monkeys competition is scheduled for 13th-14th of Feb, unfortunately clashing with
the big fat repack. Reserve date will be 27th-28th Feb.
Club Flying: there had been several good days, with flying at Carbis Bay, Gwithian and Perranporth.
CHAPS training: Graham reported he had had a few good days, with Nigel Waller achieving his CP
tow rating for PG.
Incidents Only one dancing related incident, resulting in a broken wrist for Sarah Waller. Doh!
Other business
Chris Whittaker expanded on the e mail he circulated, regretting the club’s reluctance to support the
BCC, which he felt meant he missed out on the XC coaching which he wanted. Pete Coad replied that
he was always offering to go for weekends to Wales, or anywhere else, to coach less experienced
pilots, and repeated that he was reluctant to organise a team because of the poor standard of
airmanship displayed by both paraglider and hang glider pilots, mainly novices, at the BCC finals over
the past few years, although he would still enter a team if members wanted him to. He urged people
to get XC coaching, then Pilot rated, then fly in the Hang Gliding Open series, or BPC, rather than
pursue the BCC route. Alan Knight suggested that perhaps the competition should be restricted to only
Pilot rated pilots, but others felt that that defeated the objective of the BCC as a way in to competition
for less experienced pilots. Dave Stevens said he was a great advocate of the BCC, but agreed that
flying could become very congested and suggested that people should sit on the hill and watch
carefully the standard of flying before flying themselves. Steve Hunt suggested that the competitions
needed a very strong meet head to come down hard on any irresponsible pilots.
Patrick Buxton felt that the organisation of the BCC needed to change to accommodate the large
numbers of PG that were not dreamt of when the competition first took shape. He suggested that a
letter should be written to Skywings, expressing our reservations, to open up the debate to a national
level. Chairman Mark said he would draw up a draft for a letter, to be discussed and agreed upon at
the next meeting and urged members to contact him with any suggestions that they felt should be
included.
Regarding coaching, Pete Coad said that he would do an article for the newsletter, offering to organise
club weekends away, for coaching and general merry making.
After all that, Alan Phipps informed everyone that Countryfile on BBC 1 on Sunday would be including
a feature on paragliding in Shropshire.
Bill Northcott proposed Steve Dredge for the vacant post of publicity officer, which met with general
approval.
Steve Hawken agreed to take on the position of PG comps sec.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 9.15
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KHPA contact details
If any details are wrong, or missing, please let Tim Jones know.

Mike Abbott

01736 798598

07866 170632

Lee Knight

01209 831748

Fiona Austin

01805 622560

07947 410882

Graham Koller

01736 711017

07814 133536

Graham Austin

01805 622560

07946 706558

David Langley

01566 781503

07968 975857

James Bull

01752 851773

07734 294858

Mark Butler

01209 822363

07971 795559

Patrick Buxton

01872 274667

07887 841813

Mike Clelford

01736 710376

07973 177459

Pete Coad

01209 716522

Peter Crockford

01326 376550

Stephen Dredge

01208 851442

Ray Duggan
Paul Dunstan

07977 841117

07838 154994

01326 319161

07866 367310

Graham May

01209 843380

07989 231386

Stephen Mcilduff

01872 520759

077988 253608

Raymond Mickleburgh

01872 863006

07773 027263

Bill Northcott

01579 340465

07547 126489

01752 691718

07590 011447

Jeremy Ovens

1209 217304

07979 328159

Tony Peach

01902 757003

Alan Phipps

01872 273839

Allan Fowler
01326 374938

Mark Fowler

01209 719819

Dean Fullwood

01326 311237

Steve Hawken

01872 279718

Manuel Lira

07772 192111

Nigel Eagle

Glen Fowler

Peter Lazenby

01872 571582

Barry Hobbins

01326 318143

Paul Howse

01326 574498

07919 522897

07841 780418

07929 132006

Gay Jones

01326 574498

Martin Jones

01736 871246

Tim Jones

01209 832234

Michel Kerhoas

01326 374726

Alan Knight

01209 831748

01209 842877

07785 593559

Kaz Phipps

01209 842877

07970 228294

Christiane Squibbs

07974 427958
01884 820836

Dave Stevens
07749 890061

07812 710883

07795 482351
07767 887834

07525 867007

Graham Phipps

Martin Shrosbree

Steve Hunt
Alan James

07846 073316

07971 287958
07772 549076

Wanda Summers

01736 762991

07919 613361

Roger Treneer

01736 368407

07974 493424

Sarah Waller

01736 786615

Nigel Waller

01736 786615

Richard Welsh
Chris Whittaker

07753 825630
01209 860401

08701 715748

Jeffrey Wood

01736 793298

07748 813358

Mark Woodhams

01326 378555

John Woollams

01637 879281

07972 196872

Charlie Zahra

01872 222945

07712 785020
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